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ABSTRACT
Details are given of 1538 coordinate measurements on Yerkes lunar photograph No. 1170. The catalog lists the refrac

tion-free photographic coordinates of 1099 points on the disk. The selenographic coordinates of the projections of these on
the spherical lunar datum are also listed. The limb of this photograph is represented by the refraction-free rectangular and
polar coordinates of 439 points on the profile.

1. The Photograph

Yerkes 1170 was obtained by E. Moore using thefull aperture of the 40-in. refractor of the Yerkes
Observatory at 5h49m328 UT on July 8, 1960. The
phase was close to full with the terminator just out
side the walled plain Riccioli.

The resolution is quite good and considerably
above that of the average full-moon photograph ob
tained at Yerkes, where the relatively high northern
latitude does not favor lunar photography at this
phase. The limb on 1170 is so sharply defined that
it was decided to make a detailed survey. Accord
ingly, 439 points of the profile were measured. The
coordinates so obtained supplement the surveys of
Hayn (1907), Weimer (1952), Nefedyev (1957),
and Watts (1963).

The photograph carries a star trail for orienta
tion. The measures and reductions for this will be
given in a later paper.

2. The Measuring Equipment
All measures on 1170 were made with the Mann

422-C of this laboratory. This is a two-screw machine

in which the plate moves on double cross slides,
while the optical system remains stationary. The
latter consists of a microscope whose power may
be varied from Xl2 to x20. The microscope is
equipped with four interchangeable measuring
marks, but as supplied by the manufacturer, none of
these marks are very suitable for measures on lunar
photographs.

The comparator screws are coupled through
10:1 gears to Coleman digitizers. Careful tests indi
cate that these gears do not introduce errors larger
than 1 micron. The digitizers are six-place models
and, hence, read to a single micron. The digitizing
equipment includes a keyboard on which a seven-
digit identifying number may be set. The screw read
ings and this number are transfered to paper tape by
a Frieden punch unit. The comparator was calibrated
in the summer of 1964 to determine an approximate
scheme of corrections to reduce the effects of the
errors of construction. This calibration was to some
extent hampered by residual thermal effects that
could not be entirely suppressed despite the fact
that the comparator is housed in a windowless inte
rior room which is air-conditioned to a nominal
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